Chapter 1		Where Am I?

My feet are rebelling, screaming at me to stop.  They can’t take much more.  They are killing me.  Swollen to two sizes bigger than normal, blistered, burning, throbbing agony, causing me excruciating pain with every step.  It is like treading on glass with each foot strike, with every step I am staggering, moving sideways more than I am forwards.  I am ignoring these signals; suffering the pain, soldiering on in ignorance – why?  Well, I am on a mission, one mighty mission to become a world record holder.  My head may be telling me to stop but my heart is insisting I should carry on.  I am doing this of my own free will.  Hell and agony all rolled into one.  Self inflicted torture.  An ordeal, call it what you like, but it is what I want to do, my own desire to become a world record holder, and believe me, it’s not about to get any easier.  
It’s midnight and I am approaching Carlisle.  Not good timing and sleep deprivation is hitting in.  I am unable to maintain my co-ordination.  It’s like being drunk, but not a touch of alcohol has passed my lips.  Maintaining forward momentum is difficult, but time is distance and distance is important and the clock keeps ticking.  I want the time to pass to get nearer the finish, but it’s also the enemy, the miles need to be run before the clock ends the day.  And so why am I here?  Why am I pushing myself so hard?  Testing my body to its limits and pushing beyond all boundaries while in such a state?  Well I am just over half way into my biggest dream event ever.  Years and years of training, two years of planning and eventually here I am on my epic journey – Land’s End to John O’Groats, but not just any Land’s End to John O’Groats, this is a world record attempt and I have been running, walking, staggering and suffering for nearly seven days now, accumulating blisters and muscle injuries, my feet throbbing with the constant pounding and hammering as the tarmac beats them and sleeping on a minimum of just 4 hours per night.
I am lit up like a Christmas tree.  Flashing cycle lights tied on my back and around my waist.  Torch strapped on my head.  I am dressed in a bright yellow gilet with fluorescent strips.  I am the focus of the local binge drinkers staggering all over the road just like me.  I am unable to walk in the direction my head is telling my legs to go; the local drinkers the same.  Crash!  Another direct hit with a party reveller.  I stubbornly continue forward pushing these intoxicated party goers out of my way.  Alan is following on the cycle but he is not faring any better, hijacked by a group of merry jokers, “What are you doing?  A sponsored walk?  John O’Groats is a long way”, they laugh, not realising that that really is my goal.  A few shocked minutes later they realised I am for real and kindly find a few coins to donate to Asthma UK.
The torture continues.  This is the last stint of the day but this mission is getting harder and harder.  Can I really make it just one more hour until the Little Chef on the A74 which is to be my overnight stop?  Did I say overnight stop?  It is gone midnight.  It will be past 2am by the time I make it to my support van and bed.  The alarm clock is set for 5:30am every day.  I really want to stop now.  Why can I not keep moving forward?  I have got to concentrate.  It is just 3 miles now.  I remember the route, but it is dark now.  It will be difficult to find the cut through from the industrial estate to the A74 dual carriageway, not that this bit will save time or distance, but it will save noise and the risk of being run down.  I look at the map; the next mile is taking forever.  Surely I must nearly be there?  The tears are rolling down my face now.  I can’t stop.  I have just got to make it.  I have already lost a few hours on my schedule.  This is relentless.  Time doesn’t stop.  It is a continuous fight against the clock.  It’s an emotional roller coaster: as much as I want to stop, I don’t want to stop.  It’s a battle, head against heart.  Head is saying stop.  Heart saying continue.  Heart wins over yet again.  I will not be beaten.
It is pitch black in this industrial estate, no street lights.  I am well away from the night life of Carlisle now, but still unable to put my feet where my brain is directing them to go.  The finish for the day is so close, but it feels so far: not sure if it’s the pain of my feet or the emotion that makes these tears keep rolling, frustration even.  My body is just not doing what it is supposed to do.  I am staggering badly.  Luckily it is quiet here and I’m not in danger of being hit by traffic as I don’t think I could keep on a footpath even if there was one.  I think even Alan is staying well clear of me.  I would probably bash into him if he came alongside.  I am not sure if he can even see the state I am in.  Not a word is said, but I probably prefer it that way.  I hate sympathy, this is my choice.  No-one is making me do this.  I am making me do this, as I said, self-inflicted torture.
Finally, I find the cut through to the A74, just a mile or so along the hard shoulder of the A74.  This hard shoulder is a good width and the road pretty quiet, good timing to make up for the bad timing of Carlisle.  Ouch!  I kick something black.  My feet are sore enough already but my head torch just isn’t lighting up all the debris that is now getting in my way and it hurts.  Bits of tyres and all the rubbish people lazily chuck out of the vehicle windows.  It’s disgraceful.  The misery and distress just continues.  I keep looking at my watch; the time keeps ticking but the miles are not.  Surely it can’t be more than a mile now?  Surely no more than 15 minutes?  Just where is that sign that tells me the services are just a mile away?  I know there is a sign indicating the services.  Maybe I have missed it with my head down kicking and stumbling over yet more rubbish?  Finally the sign appears.  I am almost there.  There is just half a mile now.  At last I can heave a big sigh of relief and the tears stop.  I will make it.  Another day finished.  Sleep at last and a break for the feet.
Once I can read the services sign the lights can be seen and I just focus on that with such great satisfaction.  My goal is still in my sight.  I am another day closer.  What a welcome sight, but I can’t see the support van.  Where is the support van?  Over there, phew, that’s a relief!  One last effort to climb the steps Bill has put out for me and finally I sit down on the edge of my bed.  Shoes off and my feet are instantly into iced water while I drink a nice hot cup of tea.  What sheer luxury; pain over and sleep beckons.  I feel content now, over half way, 473.6 miles to be precise (that means 363.4 miles still to go) but it has been one hard day.  I am now a few hours (around 4 hours) behind the planned schedule of twelve days, but my plan is allowed to be delayed by 34 hours.  My schedule is a punishing twelve days compared to the existing record of 13 days, 10 hours and 1 minute.  I have completed my worst mileage yet, only 59.1 miles today and the first time I have lost a few hours off my schedule.
By the time I drink my tea, wash and undress ready for bed it is gone 2am.  That means less than 4 hours sleep tonight.  I lay my head on the pillow, relaxing with such a great feeling of self satisfaction that I am a day closer to my goal, but don’t dare think the horrendous thoughts that I have to go through this all again tomorrow.  This is only a temporary reprieve and the agony of putting my shoes on first thing in the morning will be real again in just a few hours time.  I go out like a light now, not like the first few days where I lay awake unable to sleep after the day’s exertion.  I feel I have only just dropped off when the alarm sounds.  Surely it’s not 5:30am already?  But yes, Bill is immediately out of bed and making tea and Ready Brek.  The ordeal is to start all over again.  The clock just never stops.  Last night it ticked so slowly going through Carlisle, while sleeping it went like a flash.
So how did all this start?  What drives me to do this?  Where does my motivation come from?  What keeps me going where many would fall by the wayside?  How did I become such a freak of nature that I want to run such extreme distances?  Well I have been running for many, many years now, all kinds of ultra distance, all kinds of terrain, all kinds of weather and all over the world.  Is it nature or nurture?  Was it my family life that made me need to continuously inflict pain on myself or was it just genetics?  Well my family certainly don’t do exercise of any sort.  But maybe that’s where I should start.  Family life may well have created this need for pain, for self harm, but maybe it was just the need to feel like a worthy person.  As a very introverted person may be it was the need to feel I had achieved something.  I still don’t really know the answer to that, but I certainly feel like I live life now rather than just exist.  I have learnt that life doesn’t come to you, life is what you make it, you have to go out and live your life.


